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MINUTES for 2nd ZSC meeting 2022 - 16 February 2022 19h30
Meeting by Zoom

ATTENDEES:
President - Robert Hart RH Present
Honorary Secretary - Lis Hart LH Present
Honorary Treasurer - 'Siv' Sivertsen SS Present
Officer House and Grounds - Rob Foreman RF Present
Commodore IYC - No Replacement put forward yet Absent
Chairman PCC - Estelle Jacobs EJ Present
IYC delegates - Graham Offord, GO Present
                          Craig Raubenheimer CR Present
PCC delegates - Anders Hart, AH Apologies
                           Graham Rowe GR Apologies 
Imperial Yacht Club IYC
Peninsula Canoe Club PCC
ZSC Committee ZSC Com

AGENDA:
1. Welcome 
2. Accepting previous minutes
3. Feedback on Lease agreement

 GO and RF and JW, anything further than brief WhatsApp from Jill Sassman (?)
 Next step?
 Meeting request from CoCT 

4. Feedback on Vlei closure
 MAC letter we have all seen
 Further developments with approaching Marina committee
 Other ideas

5. CoCT collected sewege pump 9/02/2022 - Progress
6. IYC in Arrears - No alternative to IYC paying 50% at end February (+30 days)being proposed

 ZSC finances - late request for Agenda item, plse stick to deadlines, we are all equally busy
 ZSC fees

7. Karate Group and Yoga enquiry
8. Matters arising
9. Date, time and format of next meeting
10. Closing

1. WELCOME
 RH opened the meeting. 

2. ACCEPTING PREVIOUS MINUTES
 RH asked if minutes accepted, EJ proposed to accept and RF seconded 

3. FEEDBACK ON LEASE AGREEMENT Action
 RF AND GO gave feedback on JW enquiry re lease on Biodiversity Desk. Apparently response was "it is not 

with biodiversity, it is not with JW" GO said JW made it very clear it was not with her, so possibly our 
assumption that it was, was incorrect? EJ confirmed that it is just not true that is has not been with her. We 
have emails to the effect. No further info was obtained. LH asked if no queries were made about her calling 
building inspector, and confirmed not. Clear that JW is not sharing information with IYC.

 EJ got an email from CoCT Land surveyor. Brief discussion around how to response to his email content and 
request to meet at the club. Reponse was sent by email on 17/02/2022 and RH, EJ, LH, RF, GO will all 
endevour to attend the meeting RH & others

4. FEEDBACK ON VLEI CLOSURE
 All have seen the MAC letter and Rietvlei now open
 RH CoCT tests is grossly in error, Kyran W does not agree 
 LH suggested push back, and all agreed to further ZSC tests, with an invitation to Kyran to attend. Call their 

bluff, follow the precedent set by MAC LH

5. CoCT COLLECTED SEWEGE PUMP - PROGRESS
 RF did amazing job here. Pump is being fixed
 A simple manual switch system being investigated to try to prevent it breaking down in the future RF

6. IYC IN ARREARS
 RH  addressed GO re his query for info on finances and ZSC fees. Addendum to minutes outlines OS clarity 

for IYC on why R1500 was not sufficient to avoid Special levies. If this had been implemented, no Special 
Levies would be required

 Lots of robust discussion around this. Email of 17/02/2022 pasted below answers / outlines issues discussed:
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EMAIL 17/2/2022

Hi Graham, 

Post last nights ZSC Exco meeting, some thoughts from the night, to reinforce some of the main aspects of our 
discussion re ZSC fees, budgeting, special levies and cash flow capital.

if you agree, I think it would be helpful if you shared this mail with the current IYC exco
I don’t want to start a long email debate,
but to counter certain persistent minority complaints, members need to be reminded of the context and constraints ZSC 
finances operate within

A study of the ZSC meeting and AGM minutes going back 10 years to 2011 shows that there is are a few constant 
themes:
- ZSC income and thus budget is very sensitive to membership numbers (which ZSC does not directly control - A 20% 
change in membership numbers has a profound impact.)
- ZSC fees are being set to low
- ZSC has no working cash flow capital

Looking at the last 2 AGMs

This is what Rob G wrote in his 2020 treasurer’s report which is in the 2021 minutes. I’ve added highlighting, underlining 
and emboldening:

Breakeven analysis shows that the proportion of fees paid to ZSC by the constituent clubs will need to increase from the 
current level of R850. The table below is showing the scenario per the year end financials. However, with 
inflation and possible drop in membership, R1,500 seems like the right number.

This was Rob Gs recommendation without addressing the fact that ZSC did not have any cash flow working capital.
But it also was offered together with the proposal that the 2 clubs start paying an additional fee on the non-common land 
that their members use to establish the Financial Reserve fund.
At the 2020 AGM, the majority of members voted this substantial increased fee proposal and the Financial Reserve fund 
in.

For at least the previous 10 years, ZSC operated without working capital.
De facto ZSC avoided insolvency because there was an understanding that PCC and IYC had working capital that could 
be called on when needed
This was done so regularly in the form of ad hoc loans that mostly were then formalised into Special Levies.

Budgets are planning tools, not reality, but without working cash flow capital no organisation can survive unexpected 
changes in income or expenses.
We thus have well established precedent of Treasurers asking for a Special Levy for running costs at any point in the 
year when the account is low.
Without checking I think the most recent one before Sivs at the end of 2021, was 2019 from Barbara Sher just before 
she resigned.
this established precedent is not trivial, it cannot just be waived away. Without it ZSC would not have survived.

We’ve since had the 2021 AGM.
The ZSC members were presented with Siv’s comprehensive document presenting facts and the matters ZSC have to 
consider when
trying to budget what the correct level of fees should be.

Of the options presented, the lower fee to break-even was not the choice of the majority. The majority (50%) chose a 
higher amount of R1855.

And then they chose a further increase when they voted to accept Pensioner’s discount, raising it to R1915.

20% wanted an even greater increase. 18% of voters were from IYC. So just the proportion of voters who wanted the 
highest fee outnumbers the entire voting weight of IYC.
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Lis has also already shown ZSC that during lockdown the club basic expenses carry on being expensive.
The idea that the club can run on a subsistence budget is a myth.
It really is time for those who keep punting this idea to come to grips with reality.
In addition the democratic process continues to demonstrate that the majority of members are prepared to pay what is 
required
The majority of members want a smooth working, clean, tidy, secure and safe club space.
They don’t want to be hassled with gate etc breakdowns, bathrooms not working, failing infrastructure etc

Without being disrespectful of dissenting views, if there were 20 IYC members who supported the IYC SGM call for 
reduced ZSC fees,
this is less than 10% of the total ZSC membership!

ZSC does not want to loose members or discriminate against those who honestly cannot afford the current fees
As briefly discussed, We can look at options to address the affordability issue for those with constraints
but suggest that this starts with a well thought through proposal from your / IYC side that can then be discussed and 
developed at ZSC level.

Asides from the above proposal, please also make it clear to IYC Exco that it is the current ZSC Exco majority position 
that
IYC need to settle the outstanding special levy (ref Siv’s emails Dec 2021)

A simple glance at the last set of IYC financials indicates that your feedback that ‘the cash isn't immediately 
available’
is questionable ?
If settlement by the end of February is not possible, then we need a proposal in writing from IYC Exco with a proposed 
payment plan
as well as financials that support the need for a payment plan.

Thanks

Regards
Robert Hart
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Hi Siv

Trust you are well.

I've been speaking with IYC com around the special levy.
There is a lot of confusion around why this levi would/ should be required:

 The previous fees agreed (R1500) were meant to according the previous AGM create a breakeven/ surplus - why has 
this not been the case

 The AGM financials were different to the those now being communicated - I have tried to explain the loan issue but the 
documents I have don't show this clearly

 Why the salaries were increased if the money wasn't available to do so - this should have been communicated to IYC 
that the increase would require a special levi

When you get a chance could you please send through the last ~18 months of management accounts.
My understanding from Rob G is that these are easily extracted from the accounting software.

Rob H - to answer your question from the meeting the cash isn't immediately available.

Thanks
Graham

8. MATTERS ARISING Action
 Property fence need repair:

- RF proposed a budget and quotes. IYC finances queried  re a Special levy for this.
- RH proposed any special levy from IYC must 1st go to paying their outstanding debt.
- Further discussion around IYC AGM, fees, special levies etc.
- Agreed that IYC need to prepare a propose to either repay or an arrangement similar to the Karate 

members that is acceptable to IYC for what they want, can afford, and ZSC can work with to make 
ZSC work acceptably in the future as a viable club GO

 Had an enquiry re a Yoga Group who need a space. LH and RF to engage with them, we need members 
LH & RF

9. DATE, TIME AND FORMAT OF NEXT MEETING
 23 March, some not available between 1 and 15th, but all are anticipating to be available on 23rd

10. CLOSING - THANKS ALL !!!


